We introduce a kind of "perturbation" for the Li-Keiper coefficients around the Koebe function (the K function) and establish a closed system of Equations for the Li-Keiper coefficients. We then check the correctness of some of the many possible solutions offered by the system ,related to the discrete derivative of order n of a function. We also report numerical finding which support our stability conjecture that the tiny part λ tiny (n) (the fluctuations around the trend) are bounded in absolute values by γ·n, where γ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant.
Introduction
In the study of the Riemann Zeta function , in connection with the Riemann Hypothesis, the Li-Keiper coefficients play a fundamental role. It is in fact known that the non negativity property of the Li--Keiper coefficients is equivalent to the truth of the Riemann Hypothesis (RH).The,n-ten coefficient, usually indicated with λ(n) is the coefficient of z n in the Taylor expansion around z=0 (s =1) of the log of the ξ function written in the variable z = 1-1/s, i.e. Usually one split the coefficients in two parts i.e. λ(n) = λ trend (n)+λ tiny (n) i.e. the trend and the tiny part respectively defined as: λ trend (n) = coefficient of z n in log(s.s = log(1/(1-z).(1/(1-z) and λ tiny (n) = coefficient of z n in log((s-1)· ζ(s) = log((z/(1-z))·ζ(1/(1-z)). Calculations was made in terms of two sequences i.e. the Stieltjes constants γ's and the other set of constants σ's with coupled Equations among them. The trend behaves as λ trend (n) ~(1/2).n.log(n)+c.n while some numerical experiments report values of the tiny part λ tiny (n) up to some thousend of n , values which appear small with respect to the trend. There is also a gratuitous conjecture by us that |λ tiny (n)| < n ɛ for all ɛ >0. For some works on the subject, See [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . Our aim in the following Sections is twofold: we first show how the tiny part of the Li-Keiper coefficients may be seen as a "perturbation" around an important function i.e. the Koebe function (the K function) which played an important role in the de Branges's proof of the Bieberbach conjecture; then we advance a conjecture which permits an extensivity behavior of the tiny part i.e. as γ·n where γ is the Euler--Mascheroni constant; we then check some solutions of the general closed set of Equation we obtained ,-finally related -to the discrete derivative of a function. We also report some numerical results which support our conjecture.
The approximation, the K function (the Koebe function), discrete derivative
We now introduce a kind of "perturbation" of the coefficients from those of the Koebe function , i. 
where γ = λ tiny (1) = 0.577215.... is the first coefficient of the "tiny" part of the expansion above , that is the Euler-Mascheroni constant [ 2] . After the change of variable , s =1/(1-z) i.e. z= 1-1/s, here now |z| < 1 (the open unit disk), we have :
with a n = (λ tiny (n)/ λ tiny (1) , n =1,2,... the sequence of the Taylor coefficients a n , ( a 0 = 0, a 1 = 1); if the function f (1/(1-z) above ,holomorphic in the interior of the unit disk i.e. for |z| < 1 where to be univalent then, the theorem of de Branges [7] would imply that a n < n, i.e. our conjecture would be true since then | λ tiny (n)| < γ .n and this will be a proof of the RH (Riemann Hypothesis) . In fact the term γ.n would not be sufficient to eliminate the positivity property of the main term (the trend) for big values of n and related to the log of the Gamma function that for large n behaves as λ trend ~ (n/2)·log(n).
(It is known that the trend behaves as (n/2).log(n) +c.n for n > n 0 where c is the constant given by (½).( γ-1 -log(2)) = -1.13.... [1, 3] . It should be said that the univalent property is difficult to be proven i.e. that for z 1 different from z 2 one has f( z 1 )≠ f(z 2 ) (injection!).This appears as a necessary condition in the de-Branges's Theorem [7] . See Appendix 2 for an illustration where we limit ourselves to investigate the univalent condition in two special cases. Our conjecture [8] remains in any case independent of the de-Branges 's Theorem. We now proceed and consider the following strategy:
We reconsider the function f above : and where K(z) = z/(1-z) 2 above is the Koebe function (the K function ) i.e. K(z)= z/(1-z) 2 where in the Taylor expansion a 0 = 0, a 1 = 1 and a n = n ,n≥ 2 [ 7 ] , i.e. ∞ K(z) = ∑ n.z n , which enters as "maximum" in the proof of n=1 de-Branges's Theorem . Notice here-as a comment -that if in Ψ (z) we consider for the λ tiny (n ) the approximation given by λ tiny (n )-2. λ tiny (n-1) + λ tiny (n-2)=0
(coefficient of z n ), then Ψ (z)= γ and f(1/(1-z)) = K(z) ,i.e. it appears the Koebe function; for a short discussion on the Koebe function, see Appendix1; then with Eq. (5) above, we have ∞ Σ (λ tiny (n)/ λ tiny (1)) .z n , with λ tiny (n)/ λ tiny (1) = n .
n=1
The function (1/γ).Ψ (z) may be considered as a "perturbation" of the Koebe function K(z) = z + 2. 
of course:
Σ (λ tiny (n)/λ tiny (1) .z n = Σ n.a n .z n where a n = λ tiny (n)/n.λ tiny (1), n=1 n=1
that is using the Taylor expansion , we obtain: and the coefficients (0.837..) and so on are smaller than unity (the unity is reached only by the Koebe function as discussed above and we may now indicate our modified [8, 9] conjecture.
The conjecture
The series in z for the tiny fluctuations around the trend of the Li-Keiper coefficients is a perturbation of the series in z for the Koebe function and a n = λ tiny (n)/n λ tiny (1) < 1, for n≥ 1.
By vanishing perturbation we have as derived above λ tiny (n) -λ tiny (n-2) +λ tiny (n-2) = 0 λ tiny (0 )= 0. (9) Thus λ tiny (2) =2. λ tiny (1) , λ tiny (3) = 3.λ tiny (2) -3.λ tiny (1) = 3.λ tiny (1) Thas is, λ tiny (n) = n.λ tiny (1) = n.γ with γ = the Euler-Mascheroni constant.
The above recurrence relation furnishes us an "approximation" of the λ tiny ' s at least for small n, i.e. by introducing now the true values obtained from the Taylor expansion (Approximation A).
λ tiny (n) = 2. λ tiny (n-1) -λ tiny (n-2) (A)
we obtain , for the first values of n: n λ tiny (n)/n.λ tiny (1) The values of the first column appear as upper bounds of the exact one to 3 decimals given in the second column. For a numerical experiment in the (A)approximation (first order!) we refer to a previous work of us [9] , where we have also studied the approximation (B) (second order discrete derivative) given by the relation similar to that of Eq.(A ) above, i.e.
λ tiny (n) -3· λ tiny (n-1) +3·λ tiny (n-2) +λ tiny (n-3) = 0 (B)
In this second approximation the corresponding Table 2 Here too, the values of the first column appear as lower bounds of the exact one to 3 decimals given in the second column. At this moment it is tempting to consider further approximations as z-> 0 in the perturbation introduced above i.e. In fact approximations (A) and (B) suggest a more complex kind of "approximation ", that is, the "tiny" fluctuations of order n, λ tiny (n) should contain more memory , thus depending from all previous tiny fluctuations {λ tiny 
Our function φ related to the discrete derivative turn out to be linear in all the λ tiny (k) 's and is given by:
The first few terms of the sequence are: 
Numerical experiments
In our numerical experiment with some digits, we have obtained the results ,column (D) below for the values λ tiny (n)/n obtained with (D) after inserting the true values of the lambda's of lower index given by the exact sequence (C) (from "Tables"). After small values of n the agreement between column (D) and (C ) is very satisfactory. Our values of (D) oscillate around the exact values of (C) (extremely tiny oscillations ). As illustration for the reader we also give the plots of the two discrete functions below up to n =15, with the first 12 digits. Table 3 Fig We now look at the above Formula for the trend, i.e. in order to find analogous "approximations" for λ trend (n)/n (E) to be compared with the true λ trend (n)/n (F). For (E) we apply the same Formula as (D) above where instead of λ tiny (n)/n we now use λ trend (n)/n from known Tables. The computations was carried out with 30 digit; we give here the results with 12 digits. For the trend too, we notice the alternating property between (E) and (F).
Here too, we verify that the error at n=15 is of the order 4.65.10 -9 , with a relative error of 1.699 . 10 -8 . n λ trend (n)/n (E) λ trend (n)/n (F) Table 4 Below we present the plots of the discrete functions (E) and (F). and finally the plot of the complete λ (n)/n , the discrete function (G) = (D) + (E) with the true function (H) = (C ) + (F).
Notice that if we multiply the values of (H) by n, i.e. for n=1 by 1, for n=2 by 2 and so on we obtain the values of the last column in the table of Ref. [1] for the λ's. Here the values of the Tables are X/n not X (X= λ trend (n) , λ trend (n) or λ(n))). For Example, for n= 9, from our Table we Before our conclusion we may add the following: For λ tiny (n)/n and λ trend (n)/n , we have seen that both converge fast to the true valuesusing our approximation-which involves the whole history of the λ's.
(discrete derivatives).
For the complete λ(n)/n or λ(n) which is the sum of the two contributions λ trend (n)/n + λ tiny (n)/n resp. λ trend (n) + λ ttiny (n) we may easily relate the kind of approximations we have considered to the general discrete derivative along the above lines. In fact from the definition of the Li-Keiper coefficients we have:
ρ where the sum is over all nontrivial zeros of the Zeta function in the critical strip , i.e. for 0 < σ < 1 ( s = σ + i.t). Now, we will derive a system of closed Equations for the Li-Keiper coefficients, using (11) . The system may be applied to the trend and to the tiny part since such a system is obtained directly from the definition of the coefficients but it is then recognized that the central point is the discrete derivative of functions . We have:
In the same way we obtain:
with the appearance of the binomial coefficients ; we thus have in general , that for n > 1:
with ∆ = Σ(-1) (n -1) .
(1/ρ n ) . We now look at the kind of approximation we have if we neglect ∆ . As an example ,for the sequence λ (n)= 2. λ (n-1)-λ (n-2) the characteristic Equation of the sequence is x 2 = 2.x -1, with the solution x=1. Thus λ (n) = α.n + β, i.e. an arithmetic progression. This holds in the general case as it should be and as illustration we check that in the above linear approximation we obtain the solution λ (n) = α.n + β (among others of course) We have: we obtain α.n .(-1) (2n-2) = α . n , → λ(n) = α . n.
We now compute an upper bound on
Since the non trivial zeros are of the form ρ = σ + i. t and that they may be paired as usually, then:
dt .
ρ to
Keeping in mind that the density of the nontrivial zeros is essentially given by dN = (1/(2. )).log(t/(2.)).dt, that an upper bound is given by setting σ = 0 and remembering that the value of t 0 of the first zero is t=14.134725.. , we have:
essentially, |∆ (n) | < c.(1/(14) 2.n ) with c a constant depending on n, thus small for big n. For n =5, we have an amount of (1/14 10 ) ~ 10 -12 . Notice that the above computation do not assume that the Riemann Hypothesis is true. Of interest is to check the correctness of some other solutions of our system of Equations with the binomial structure. We now check the correctness of the important function c.n.log(n) with c a free constant. Let λ(n) = n.log(n), i.e assume λ(k) = k.log(k); then we have to compute φ 1 , i.e. n-1
k=1 to be compared with φ 2 = (-1)
·n·log(n). Below we give the Table of the two functions in the range 0.. 31] of n, calculated up to 20 Digits. The difference becomes smaller as n increases, and (φ 1 -φ 2 )/n is vanishing as n→ ∞. Thus our function is:
· n·log(n) δ(n), |δ(n)|< 0.30, for n>31. which shows the correctness of the function φ 1 (n) if compared with φ 2 . We have thus controlled two families of solutions of the linear set of Equations i.e. of the form α.n + β·n·log(n). For β = ½ we recover the correct behavior for (the trend) and as n-> ∞, λ(n) ~ (½)·n·log(n) as the dominant term. A point of interest is then still to check other interesting solutions of the form φ(n) = n ν , ν > 0 , also solutions of the form φ ͠ log(n). Below we give the Table 5 We also add the Plots of the two functions in the interval of n = [0..20]. Fig. 8 The plot of φ 1 (in red) ,of | φ 2 | (in green) and -| φ 2 | in yellow.
As a last numerical experiment we give explicitly the formula where the fluctuations around the trend are given by our more plausible conjecture i.e. that the fluctuations are at most linear with n around the trend i.e. O(n), in connection with some known numerical computations reported in [1, 3 ,4 ] . The Formula is:
where c = (½)· (1+γ -log(2)) = -1.13... [ 1 ] and γ = 0.577.. is the Euler-Mascheroni constant [2] .
An additional set of closed Equations and comparison for the first few
Li-Keiper coefficients to 20 Digits.
The additional set of Equations for the lambda's of interest here( have been derived in Ref [10] . The set is different from our (Eq. (10) and involves the binomial coefficients (2n,n-k) instead of (n,k) .as in Eq. (10), that is [10] : 
k=0
Following these formula we may now show that Z(j) , is small as a function of j. In fact it may be shown that |Z(j)| < (1/14.134..) (2.j-1) where t 1 = 14.134... is the height of the first zero of Zeta. We now introduce a new approximation following the above relations which clearly amount to set Z(j) = 0 ,in order to have a closet set of Equations for the Li-Keiper coefficients, called Approximation 2 below and given using Eq. (17) ,by:
The first few terms are: (Tables in Ref [ [ Remark:
Approximation 1 follows from a general behavior of the a discrete derivative of a function , while Approximation 2 follows from a specific treatment using the structure of the ξ function , See Ref [10] . Approximation 2 has been derived using the structure of the zeros of the ξ function while Approximation1-as we discussed -it is more generic but also valid for the trend and other functions. and so on , we obtain a quadratic law too. This illustrate the influence of the initial condition for such a "process " . Now, if we take for A 1 , the initial condition : i.e. and a linear law for c=2 and always a quadratic law for c>2 . Of course, inserting in (A 1 ) and in (A 2 ) the true values, the terms in n.log(n) and in n emerge from both set of Equations.
Concluding remark
In the first part of our work we have presented some analysis for the series in z =1-1/s of the tiny part of the Li-Keiper coefficients which enabled us to formulate the series for the tiny part as a "perturbation" around the Koebe function z/(1-z) 2 , a function which appears as a "maximum" in the de Branges's Theorem for the Bieberbach conjecture. In the second part, the aim was to find a good approximation for the complete Li-Keiper coefficients directly from the definition of them. The finding is a set of closed Equations where the coefficient λ(n) contain the whole "history" of those of lower order. The closed system holds also for the trend as well for the tiny part since it may finally be seen that it is described by a formula concerning the discrete derivative of a function [6] . In connection with advanced numerical computations and in analogy with some kind of stability bounds appearing in statistical mechanics our present conjecture is finally reformulated as follow:
Conjecture : the tiny part of the Li-Keiper coefficients that is λ tiny (n) verify the inequality | λ tiny (n)/(n·λ tiny (1) | = | λ tiny (n)/(n·γ)| ≤ 1 for any n. The above absolute value is "decreasing" with n and no value of n contradicting the above inequality has been found in a numerical experiment as reported below ( we have read approximately some of the numerical values of λ tiny (n) from [1, 3, 4] . n λ tiny (n)/(n·γ) 
